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PERSPECTIVES

Dr. Kwame Nkrumah:

“We shall measure our progress by 
the improvement in the health of 
our people; by the number of 
children in school, and by the 
quality of their education; by the 
availability of water and electricity 
in our towns and villages, and by 
the happiness which our people 
take in being able to manage their 
own affairs...” 

SADA Needs 
Which way forward? Dr. Charles Jebuni, Acting CEO, SADA 

SADA hit the ground running on wobbly, 
feeble steps with a blurred vision, searching for 
guinea fowls in the dark and groping for trees in the 
dry, harmattan season. Within 12 months, it had he Savannah Accelerated Development 
dissipated millions of precious public funds on, what Authority (SADA) launched onto the 
observers say are, misplaced priorities.Tdevelopment sphere like a bolt out of the 

Observers say SADA was rushed into blues. It was conceived in a superlative 
operation for political convenience. NDC wanted to intellectual embryo, birthed in political exigency 
garner votes for the 2012 elections in the three and weaned on bureaucratic expediency. Now, it  
northern regions. So it had to plunge into operation seems to be suffocating in a befuddled, 
with what it called “transformational flagship directionless business model that nobody 
programmes”, part of which was the guinea-fowl and understands.

Refocusing
Abdallah Kassim

Contd. on page 15

I will tell you a story. 
Somebody told 
me, “Oh, l i t t le 
Gambia I will give 
you $400m a year, 
bu t  tha t ' s  too  
much for a small 
country”.  I said, 
“Are you going to 
give it to me for 
free?” he said, “No 
of course, the oil”.  
I said, “You want to 
exploit our oil, and 
you tell me that 
giving us $400m a 
year is too much 
for The Gambia?”

The sur veys al ready 
carried out show 
that this country 
has maybe four or 
five billion barrels of 
oil and they want to 
g i v e  u s  o n l y  
$ 4 0 0 m ,  b y  a  
calculation of 5% 
royalty, and even 
that they say is too 
m u c h  f o r  T h e  
Gambia.  And who 
is he to tell us that?

The oil belongs to the 
Gambian people, 
but he thought he 
was doing me a 
favour.  I told him to 
go to hell.  He 
didn't like it, but I 
told him that if he 
ever set his foot on 
G a m b i a n  s o i l  
again, he would 
regret it.  
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The indiscriminate exploitation of Ghana's 

Forest Reserves, should be of grave concern 

not only to the affected communities but to all 

Ghanaians.

This is because the ad hoc exploitation of 

the country's mineral resources without recourse 

to its consequencies would spell peril for the 

nation.

What is more frightening is the news that 

our forest reserves, which are sitting on minerals, 

are now being targeted by the mining companies 

for exploitation.

W h a t  T h e A D V O C AT E  c a n n o t  

understand is why our country's leaders and law 

makers seem to be torn between protecting the 

sovereign rights of Ghanaians and protecting the 

corporate interest of mining companies.

Is it that our leaders are at the beck and 

call of these rich and powerful mining companies? 

Otherwise, after giving these companies off 

reserves to mine over the years, why are our 

leaders giving them the forest reserves?

As recently as May, 2009 the Government 

of Ghana (GoG) stated that: “the potential for 

long-term forest destruction as a result of opening 

up access into the interior of forests will be a 

particular risk that must be addressed through all 

phases of mining in forest reserves.”

This was contained in the “Statement of 

Policies on Natural Resources and Environment,” 

submitted by the Government to the European 

Commission in 2010 and signed by the Ministry of 

Lands and Natural Resources, Ministry of 

Environment, Science and Technology, and 

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning.

If the Government acknowledges the 

potential for long-term forest destruction as a 

result of opening up access in to the interior of 

forests, then why is it giving out leases for mining 

in even forest reserves?

TheADVOCATE supports the call by 

observers of our natural resources on the 

Government to have a second look at the granting 

of leases for mining in our forest reserves.

Our Leaders must stop giving out our 

national resources all the time without counting 

the costs and consequences to the nation. Save 

Ghana's forest reserves for posterity.

Save Ghana's 
Forest Reserves 
for Posterity

developing countries regard economic which affect them, and the interests of By David Beetham
and social rights as being as important a those whom they represent. 

efore  we can ident i fy  component of their basic rights as civil The role of citizens in a 
parliament's contribution to and political ones; how to protect these democracy is not exhausted by the act 
democracy we need first to be B effectively for all sections of their of electing a government; they need to 

c l e a r  w h a t  w e  u n d e r s t a n d  population is one of the main be continually engaged with it if it is to 
'democracy' to mean. In brief, challenges confronting parliaments in remain in touch with the people and 
democracy is both an ideal and a set the present age of globalisation, where their needs. A democratic parliament 
of institutions and practices. As an there is an erosion of national for its part will seek to foster a vibrant 
ideal, it expresses two very simple sovereignty. civil society and to work closely with it 
principles: first, that the members of Institutions of representative and in finding solutions to problems facing 
any group accountable government the country, and in improving the 

or association should have the A second dimension of quality and relevance of legislation.
determining influence and control over democracy consists in the institutions Political parties
its rules and policies, through their of representative and accountable Of the mediating institutions 
participation in deliberations about the government, which together determine between government and society, 
common interest; second, that in doing the laws and policies for society and political parties are of particular 
so they should treat each other, and be secure respect for the rule of law. significance for parliament. Parliament 
treated, as equals. These principles are Within the traditional separation of not only represents citizens as 
applicable from the smallest group up powers – between the executive, individuals; through the presence of 
to the largest state; how effectively they legislature and judiciary – parliament political parties it also represents them 
are realised in practice is the touchstone as the freely elected body holds a collectively to promote certain broad 
of how democratic any association can central place in any democracy. policy tendencies. Parties serve both to 
claim to be. It is the institution through focus electoral choice, and also to 

At the level of the modern state which the will of the people is ensure that these choices are carried 
these democratic principles are only expressed, and through which popular through into the work of parliament and 
realised through a complex set of self-government is realised in practice. into ongoing public debate.
institutions and practices, which have As agents of the people, parliaments  Although political parties are 
evolved over time and continue to do represent them in dealings with the currently not held in high regard by the 
so. These include: a guaranteed other branches of government, and public at large, they are nevertheless 
f ramework  of  c i t i zen  r igh ts ;  with various international and sub- indispensable to the working of a 
institutions of representative and national bodies. How well they fulfil democratic parliament. Operating as 
accountable government; an active this mediating role,  and how they do in both the spheres of 
citizen body or civil society; and a representative of the people they are in government and civil society, they 
number of mediating institutions all their diversity, is an important serve as an essential bridge between the 
between government and citizens, consideration for a democratic two.
among which political parties and the parliament. Another is how effectively The communication media
media are the most important. they carry out their distinctive The second bridging institution 
Although parliaments belong most functions within the separation of which has a key importance for 
obviously to the second, governmental, powers. parliament and its work are the 
set of institutions, they also have a key Experts may differ on their communication media. The media 
role to play in relation to the others. precise list of such functions, but there constitute the key means for informing 
This is what makes them the central seems broad agreement that at least the citizens about public affairs, and a key 
institution of a democracy. following should be included in the channel ofcommunication between 

Citizen Rights tasks undertaken by and expected of all parliament and public. In their 
For the people to have any parliaments: law making ; approval of investigative role, the media have 

influence over the laws and policies to taxation and expenditure, generally in always been seen as a 'watchdog' 
which they are subject requires the the context of the national budget; against all kinds of abuse. Howwell 
guarantee of basic rights: to express oversight of executive actions, policy they fulfil these functions is vital for the 
themselves freely, to associate freely and personnel; ratification of treaties quality of democratic life. 
with others, to vote for their and monitoring of treaty bodies; Given the tendency for these 
representatives in free and fair debating issues of national and functions to become distorted, whether 
elections, and so on. It is this international moment; hearing and by  execu t ive  pa r t i a l i t y  in  a  
framework of rights that also secures redressing grievances; approving government-controlled system, or by 
for them the further democratic constitutional change. powerful economic interests in a 
principle of being treated as equals In terms of these functions, commercialised one, parliament has a 
without discrimination. These rights parliament's contribution to democracy key democratic role in setting an 
may need protecting for vulnerable or lies in carrying out these functions appropriate legal framework for the 
unpopular groups even when the effectively, not only in the sense of the med ia ,  t o  ensu re  bo th  t he i r  
infringement of them has majority efficient organisation of business, but independence and their diversity. 
support. of doing so in a way that serves the Parliament thus makes a vital 

While respect for these rights is needs of all sections of society. contribution to democracy at many 
the responsibility of all citizens, it is the Active civil society levels simultaneously. Within the 
particular responsibility of parliament By 'civil society' here is meant institutions of government it is the 
as the legislative power to ensure that n o t  j u s t  n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l  representative body through which the 
their formulation and mode of organizations (NGOs), but the body of will of the people finds expression, in 
protection in practice conform to active citizens, working together in which their diversity is manifested, and 
international human rights standards, many different ways to solve their in which the differences between them 
and that they are not undermined by common problems and to promote and are debated and negotiated. 
other legislation, including that defend their interests. Although they At  i t s  bes t ,  par l iament  
applicable to residents who do not have can only do this if they are independent embodies the distinctive democratic 
full citizenship. Nowadays, most of government, they need to engage a t t r i bu t e s  o f  d i s cus s ion  and  
citizens in both developed and continually with government on issues compromise, as the means through 

Parliament's Contribution 
To Democracy: Good Practice

Contd. on page 15
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GM Foods can Cause 
Tumours and Cancer

shocked by the "dishonesty" of  
many of  his critics. "They reacted 
without checking anything. 
Mostly their quotes were stupid 
like 'GM has been used for years 
so it must be OK'. The fact that 
they were so violent suggested 
they had something to hide.

"I have been shocked at 
the conflicts of  interests of  so 
many scientists. There's much 
more than I thought. The 
problem is that there is a small 
group of  scientists who attack 
you without checking the data for 
themselves. They do not demand 
the data from Monsanto."

But he said one year on his 
heavily criticised methodology is 
now being vindicated. A French 
government agency has called for 
tenders to repeat the experiment, 
and the EFSA has issued new 
guidelines to assess the risk of  
long-term toxicity from GM 
foods, which he said largely 
validate the way he conducted his 
experiments. EFSA has also 
accepted that no standardised 
protocol or guidelines exist.

"I am not upset with GM, 
he French researcher study, even though many of  than controls when fed a diet of  only the way it is controlled and 
w h o  c a u s e d  a  EFSA's experts have been Monsanto's Roundup-tolerant assessed. It is bad for food. We T
scientific storm when exposed as having conflicts of  GM maize NK603 for two years, are using the technology to make 

he claimed to show that some interest with the GM industry. At or were exposed to Roundup 'pesticide plants'. The way the 
GM food led to tumours and the very least, the British over the same period. The usual technology is used is not neutral. 
cancers in rats has accused the government should demand industry tests last for 90 days. I was in favour of  GM. I am a 
UK Food Standards Agency long-term mandatory safety The former member of  molecular biologist. I believed it 
( F S A )  o f  " r e c k l e s s l y  testing on all GM foods before t wo  Fr e n ch  g ove r n m e n t  would reduce pesticides but I saw 
endangering public health" they are released onto the committees assessing the safety it did the opposite.”
by not demanding long-term market," he said. of  GM foods suggested that the The problem, he said, was 
testing of  the foods. not just the pesticide, in this case 

I n  a  s e r i e s  o f  Roundup, which is widely known 
par l iamentar y  and publ ic  to be highly toxic, but the GM 
meetings held this week in process itself. "This was a 
London, Edinburgh and Cardiff, landmark finding, to show that 
Prof  Gilles-Eric Séralini has the GM 'event' itself  is a 
challenged UK politicians and problem. The GM is designed to 
safety authorities to review the p r o d u c e  e n z y m e s  w h i ch  
way safety is assessed. indirectly destroy the protective 

Séralini, a molecular "The British scientific results could be explained by the compounds in the plant.
biologist at Caen University, said: authorities are deliberately endocrine-disrupting effects of  "I am sorry that the link 
"Our research found severe misleading their government and the pesticide Roundup, and over- between GM and pesticides is not 
toxicity from GM maize and are recklessly endangering public expression of  the transgene in made. The GM allows more 
[Monsanto pesticide] Roundup. health in ignoring the findings of  the  g ene t i c a l l y  mod i f i ed  pesticide to be contained in the 
The British Food Standards our research." organism (GMO). plant. Nearly 80% of  GMOs are 
Agency has uncritically accepted Séralini's study found that Séralini, in Britain for the designed to absorb Roundup. 
the European Food Safety rats developed much higher first time since the paper was The other 20% are designed to 
Authority's dismissal of  the levels of  cancers and died earlier published, said he had been produce their own pesticide. We 

Beware!

“I was in favour of GM. I am a molecular 
biologist. I believed it would reduce 

 but I saw it did the opposite.”pesticides

GM maize, like the one above, and other GM crops should be put through rigorous long-term testing, according 

to Professor Gilles-Eric Seralini. 
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Abdallah 

Our
Country
Our 
Future 

Kassim
with

In Memory of Aliu Mahama
he maiden convey the Vice President's unhappy with my reportage, who five minutes, they ushered me into 
commemoration of  the displeasure with the story. had a bone to pick with me. How the Veep's office. As I entered, his 
death of  the late Alhaji  “Kassim, your man is not would he react if  I approached him? sight behind the massive desk was a T

Aliu Mahama, former Vice happy with your story and he has I weighed the pros and cons for a delight to behold, a sharp contrast 
President of  Ghana, has come asked me to tell you so in no couple of  days and boldly took the with his “contractor” office back in 
and gone, but his memory uncertain terms.” Alhaji Fuseini said decision to approach him. Tamale, I reminiscensed.
lingers on. As a benefactor of  his sternly. “How could you have To the Castle I went. Alhaji Aliu looked up 
magnanimity, I cannot help but written that his visit lasted only 91 Gaining access to him was as suddenly and with a rather 
pay tribute to him. For, we minutes under heavy military guard? tedious as cracking a reinforced disarming smile, he said: “Kassim 
belonged to the same fraternity – Kassim, he is not happy at all.” concrete. At the time, you went well come.” The smile pepped me 
soccer and proponents of  the Initially, I took Alhaji Aliu's through the reception and then to up and relaxed me a bit. I sat down 
development of  northern Ghana. displeasure with my story in my the security. I sat in the reception and he started asking after friends 

It was in the heat of  the strides, because I felt I had only from 12noon to 2pm just trying to and acquaintances within the 
Dagbon crises in 2002. The Abudu fulfilled my professional obligation let them inform his office that I journalism fraternity back in 
– Andani internecine conflict had to diligently apply the principles of  wanted to meet him. I was Tamale- he was a friend to 
reared its ugly head. Late Vice journalism to the best of  my ability. unsuccessful. I left and decided to journalists. I was more relaxed now. 
President Alhaji Aliu Mahama was Upon second thought, I entreated go to his residence and wait for him. Then he asked: “So what brings you 
in the middle of  the recriminations Alhaji Fuseini to plead with Alhaji At his residence, the security here?”
being traded by both factions in Aliu that I was only honouring my there made it clear to me that it With palpable anxiety, I 
Tamale. Information making the professional obligation, that he would be difficult for me to see him began to stutter an explanation for 
rounds in Tamale had it that Alhaji should accept my apology for any and advised me to go back to his my report on his visit to Tamale, but 
Aliu had been warned by one of  the embarrassment the story must have office the next day. Hey! What's he cut in sharply: “Kassim, BA has 
factions not to set foot in Tamale, caused him. happening I thought to myself ? Ah, spoken to me already so it's ok. 
because if  he did, he would be A couple of  days later, after Ah. Is that not the Aliu that I could Some of  you journalists are like 
attacked. profound introspection, I engaged see any time I wanted, back in that. Sometimes when you are 

Alhaji Aliu seemed to have myself  in a critical monologue: Tamale in those days? Well these are excited about something you forget 
given impetus to the threat on his 'How could you, Kassim, do this to not those days; currently, about relationships. I understand.”
life; for, a year had passed since the your big brother? As a founding circumstances have changed, I I was struck dumb with 
threat was issued and he had neither player of  Tamale Real United, Alhaji noted. He is state 'property' now. amazement; overwhelmed by his 
spoken nor set foot in Tamale. Aliu was your team manager. He The next day, I said to sheer friendliness. What a tolerant 
Eventually, he dared his antagonists took a special interest in your myself: 'Today, whether they like it man! What humility! Here was a 
and landed in Tamale- but, under conduct and did not miss the or not I will see Aliu. I will bluff  my man, who brokered no nonsense, 
one of  the heaviest military guards chance to critique your performance way through.' I got to the reception telling me to put the unpalatable 
ever accorded any visiting after each match. In your days of  of  the Castle around 2pm. I told report I did about him behind me! 
personality of  his stature. active journalism, he motivated you them I wanted to meet the Vice The man has not changed! I quickly 

The visit took him to the to do stories that enhanced the President. One of  them asked me to told him my mission: for him to 
Regional Co-ordinating Council development of  the North.' sit down. I politely declined. Before launch my newspaper, The 
(RCC) and to his private residence The monologue went on: he could utter his next statement, I Northern ADVOCATE, coming on 
at the Vittin Estates. The whole visit 'How could you portray one who blurted: “He is expecting me”, and at the International Press Centre, 
lasted 91 minutes- from his arrival at appointed you editor of  his cajoled “he asked me to see him Accra. 
the airport to the RCC and to his proposed newspaper (The New now.” “I would have liked to do 
residence and back to the airport- Ghanaian) in such an unfavourable I was confident that if  the the launch myself,” Alhaji Aliu said 
under heavy military guard. light; a one-time big contractor Veep heard my name he would apologetically. “But, unfortunately, 

I was then the Northern whose office you occasionally surely ask me in. After all, he must Kassim, I am travelling, so I will let 
Regional Editor of  the Ghanaian visited as a reporter to banter with; be looking for a chance to take his Awuni do that on my behalf.” So, 
Chronicle. The report I filed to the one who would call you to pound of  flesh off  me because of  Mr. Andrew Awuni, then the 
Chronicle emphasised the fact that congratulate you whenever you did the story I did on his 91-minute trip Deputy Minister of  Information, 
Aliu's visit to Tamale lasted only 91 positive stories that put the north in to Tamale. gracefully launched the paper on 
minutes, under one of  the heaviest the limelight; how could you? Oh To my expectation, after behalf  of  the Veep at the 
military guards ever, and tied it to my dear!' I lamented. some few minutes of  exchanges International Press Centre the 
the earlier threat to his life by a But then life must go on, I between the receptionist and following fortnight.
faction of  Dagombas in Tamale. thought to myself. Then, a few years whoever he was talking to on That was the man, Alhaji 
The story hit the front page of  the later, it happened that I was going to phone, he hung up, glared at me and Aliu Mahama. He was the epitome 
paper.  launch my own newspaper, The said: “you can go.” As I strode of  discipline, simplicity; he was 

Four days after the Northern ADVOCATE! I wanted gingerly to Aliu's office, several compassionate, humble, modest; he 
publication of  the story, late Alhaji an eminent personality to do the unsavoury thoughts crowded my was forward-thinking, affable and 
B. A. Fuseini- former Northern launch. mind. How would I explain the magnanimous - a good Muslim by 
Regional Minister and Ghana's Guess who came to mind?  story? Islamic standards. May his soul rest 
Ambassador to Libya, a bosom The Vice President of  course! Alhaji The security guards to his in Allah peacefully?
friend of  Alhaji Aliu- called me to Aliu Mahama, the man who was office asked me to wait. After about 
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Over 20,000 children 
in Upper East not in school

t is estimated that about 
20,441 children of  school 
going age in the Upper East I

Region are not in school and this 
is likely to hinder the achievement 
of  the Millennium Development 
Goal Two, which is aimed at 
e n s u r i n g  u n i ve r s a l  b a s i c  
education for all in Ghana by 2015.

  This came to light at the 
l a u n c h i n g  o f  t h e   G h a n a  
Complimentary Basic Education 
Programme (CBE) held  at Atampiisi  
in the Bongo District of  the Upper 
East Region.

The programme, which is a 
special initiative of  government, is 
expected to help enroll the estimated 
number of  20,441 children who are 
not in school in the Upper East 
Region into the formal educational 
sector.   

   It is being supported by the 
UK Department for International 
Development (DFID) and would be 
implemented within three years.  The 
Ministry of  Education and the 
Ghana Education Service, in 
collaboration with other Non-
Governmental Organization, are 
implementing the programme.   

Afrikids Ghana, a Child 
R i g h t s  N o n - G o v e r n m e n t a l  
Organization, is supporting the 
Bongo District Directorate of  
Education to implement the 
programme in the District. Currently, 
750 children within the ages of  8 to 
14 in the District are attending 
afternoon classes to be reintegrated 
into the formal education sector.  start schooling drop out before programme. 

Speaking at the launching reaching primary six. The group He said the required teaching 
ceremony, the District Director of  mostly adversely affected in all of  this and learning materials for the classes 
Education Mr Emmanuel Zumakpeh is the girl-child, accounting for about have been provided for both learners 
explained that for the Upper East 59 per cent of  children of  school and facilitators and plans are also far 
Region, particularly the Bongo going age and above who have never advanced to motivate the facilitators 
District, the programme would have been to school”, the District Director by proving them with bicycles, paying 
not come at a more opportune time stressed. their National Health Insurance 
than this.  Mr Zumakpeh said it was to Premiums as well as give them some 

He stated that despite the help address the education gap in the allowances.
nu m e r o u s  i n t e r ve n t i o n s  by  north, particularly in the Upper East  Mr Kumah entreated all 
g o v e r n m e n t ,  N G O s ,  a n d  Region, that Government of  Ghana stakeholders including parents, the 
development partners and other in collaboration with the DFID District Assembly and Traditional 
stakeholders to provide, among developed the CBE Programme. authorities to assist to make the 
others, free school uniforms, free  He said after the nine months programme implementation a 
exercise books, free lat tops, School intensive teaching and learning in success. 
F e e d i n g  P r o g r a m m e  a n d  functional literacy programme The Paramount Chief  of  the 
scholarships. It is estimated that provided by the facilitators, the Bongo Traditional Area, Naba Baba 
about nearly 400,000 pupils aged 6 t r ans i t  l ea r ners   wou ld  be  Salifu Aleeyaarum, who chaired the 
years and above in the Upper East reintegrated into the formal function, commended government 
Region alone have never been to educational sector. for the special programme and 
school. Afrikids Ghana Country entreated parents to take advantage 

H e  s a i d  t h e  n u m b e r  Director , Mr Nicholas Kumah, of  it and send all their children of  
represents about 46 per cent of  the stressed that education and proper school going age to school. 
population of  children of  6 years and upbringing of  children to become Afrikids Ghana is supporting 
above in the region, leaving the other responsible future leaders was among the Ghana Education Service  to 
age brackets who are also supposed to the cardinal principle of  his outfit and implement the same project in the 
be in school. pledged that Afrikids Ghana would Talensi and the Nabdam Districts in 

“Statistics also suggest that do all it could  to ensure the the  Region.
above 40 per cent of  children who successful  implementation of  the 

Samuel Adadi Akapule, ATAMPIISI 
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Sagnarigu to Deal With Unemployment Through Education
he District Chief  that, one of  the ways the youth.”
Executive for Sagnarigu District Assembly Mr. Suro-Gudoo also 
Sagnarigu Alhassan would use to deal with youth mentioned that, there were a lot T

Mohammed Soru-Gudoo has unemployment was by of  investment opportunities in 
given an indication that, he collaborating with foreign and the district, citing the hospitality 
would deal with the issue of  local investors who were industry as one area investors 
education as one of  his venturing into industrialization to could take advantage of. “A 
topmost priorities by ensuring recruit skilled and unskilled greater percentage of  first class 
adequate provision of  labour from the area. hotels are located in the 
resources that would According to DCE, the Sagnarigu district, and that is 
culminate in efficient delivery district currently has the largest because there are prospects in the 
and quality tuition. industrial zone in the entire sector”, he said.

Mr. Soru-Gudoo said northern sector of  the country He reiterated his call on 
education was key in the district's and already food processing government to elevate the district 
development agenda if  they had companies and those into post to the status of  a municipality 
to tackle the myriad problem of  harvest loss management had because it was carved out of  a 
unemployment now and in the started pitching camp. metropolis. The population of  
future, adding “I'll ensure that “Avnash, a Brazilian rice the district, he said, was almost 
right from the basic level to the processing company, is almost 150,000 and most of  the well 
second cycle there are learning ready to start business. There is endowed public and private 
materials and trained teachers also an American company that institutions were currently 
who will churn out brilliant wants to establish warehouses for located in the area providing 
people for our district.” food storage and certainly, there services of  a municipality.

Speaking to The Advocate will be some form of  
in an interview, he mentioned employment there too, for the 

Alhassan Mohammed Soru-Gudoo,
Chief Executive, Sagnarigu District Assembly  

Joseph Ziem, WALEWALE

Tatale-Sangule District in Dire Need 
of Development Partners 

when it is participatory”, he “We are fortunate to 
said. have communities whose 

The DCE said his people crave for development 
administration chose the and are law abiding. We will 
participatory approach be able to do more if  our 
because of  the lessons learnt development partners lend 

Tatale -Sangule is a from other districts where their support to the district”.
new district that lacks monies were spent on Tatale area is among “
infrastructure. The projects only to be realized one of  the remote areas in 

Assembly wants to use that such projects were not the Northern Region that 
simple tools for the communities' priorities. have no Non-Governmental 
development. To do this, “What this means is Organisations championing 
the authorities of  the that projects are wisely development and building 
Assembly place the people planned and executed. We get human resource capacities. 
at the centre of  its value for money by tackling Majority of  NGOs and 
development initiatives. We communities' priorities”, he development organisations 
want development to be said. are concentrated in Tamale, 
participatory”, said the “Our communities Savelugu, Kumbugu, Yendi 
District Chief  Executive have high aspirations so we and Bimbilla leaving Tatale 
(DCE), Mr. Nicholas have to make proper use of  out of  their catchment area. 
Waake. available resources”, he Apart from the World 

According to the added. Vision , which is providing 
DCE, the Assembly would  The DCE said the community water services at 
not undertake any project Assembly, though new, would the district, there is no other 
without getting the want to set a record in local non- profit organisation in 
beneficiary communities' governance and community the area helping in the local and international NGOs on topical issues such as girl 
approval and involvement. development planning and development and providing to support the new district. child education, child labour, 
“The era of  project implementation. services such as capacity “Majority of  our women are human trafficking, and drug 
imposition is over and Tatale- He said the projects building, advocacy, education uneducated and need some abuse; misuse of  alcohol, 
Sangule wants to demonstrate that the assembly had so far and sensitization. form of  micro credit support, school dropout, women and 
to the world that awarded on contract are But the DCE wants all training and capacity building, child rights among other 
development is best practiced community driven. these development partners, education and sensitization issues.

Francis Npong, 
TATALE

 Mr. Nicholas Waake, DCE, Tatale -Sangule

Contd. on page 15
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SADA
Increasing citizens’ awareness of SADA 
development strategy and enhancing 
transparency in SADA project interventions

With support and Funding from Watch

majority of the people by modernizing agriculture in a manner that responds 
pro-actively to a growing market, as well as ensuring food security and Vision of a Forested 
sustained livelihoods

3. Private Sector Development – through resource mobilization and and Green North stimulating investments in value-added processing, light-industrial 
activities and services oriented towards a regional market spanning the 
Sahel (including southern Ghana)

The vision is to develop a healthy and diversified economy 4. Strategic Infrastructure Development -- Re-orienting and investing in 
social and economic infrastructure in a manner that reinforces the based on the concept of a “Forested North, ”where food crops 
integration between agricultural modernization that is oriented towards an and vegetables are inter-cropped with economic trees  that expanded regional market 

are  resilient to climate changes, sustain a stable 5. Livelihoods, Social Protection and Environmental Resilience -- 
Addressing the residual economic and ecological crises which are causing environment, and create a permanent stake in land and the 
prolonged droughts and floods by accelerating rehabilitation efforts and 

environment for poor people. boosting the capacities of the poorest sections to build assets and gain 
incomes in a manner that allows them to be active players in the process of 
socio-economic transformation being initiated by SADA.The SADA rests on six pillars: 6.   Support for Civil Society Organizations and NGOs that have long 

1. A bold Development Authority -- Building a strong coordinating sustained livelihoods and provided a base for mobilizing citizens to engage 
institution for accelerated development (SADA) that is based on ownership actively in development throughout the three (3) regions and the districts 
and participation by the people and institution of the northern savannah. contiguous to them.

2. Modernization of Agriculture -- Capitalizing on core competence of 

What do you know about SADA?

...The goal is to double per capita incomes of northern Ghanaians and reduce the incidence of poverty to 20 percent within 
20 years in the Northern Savannah Ecological Belt...through a “Forested & Green North by 2030”

A forested and green North  ......................  with  ....................  abundant low hanging fruits

As stakeholders in SADA, the people of SADA’s operational area reserve the right to 
information on SADA’s development strategy.  Besides being conversant with the strategy 

stakeholders are also entitled to information on SADA’s project interventions.  This insert is 
to provide stakeholders and beneficiary communities with information that will enable 

them track SADA’s activities and demand transparency.



project was not viable and was not part it as collateral to access bank loans to particularly in the Upper West region produce. We are talking about a large models for these areas by now? TA: SADA states the following as 
of  SADA's strategy. The bad press was modernize agriculture and buy inputs were ready to give us the maize before market that will allow private sector pre-conditions for success:
unfortunate and I do hope by next year and implements. It is also a green Christmas. But after Christmas they investors to invest in the north and CJ: We are thinking about them; we are · A focus on strategic 
people will see the outcome of  the approach to economic growth and declined to give us because the price of  export their produce to those other trying to see if  we are able to attract infrastructure – roads, improved water 
guinea fowl programme. poverty reduction. maize has risen. Maize glut is a national markets or nations. So don't just think investors into the zone. We are currently resources, energy; alignment of  basic 

issue and is not restricted to SADA market in terms of  agric; agric yes, there preparing investors' brochure that will social infrastructure in education and 
TA: Is the tree planting a failure? We TA: SADA's success hinges on six alone. is a huge market out there for cereals help us to be able to organize health with the human resource 
heard it was guttered by fire? unique features; let's talk about five but there is an expanded market for investment promotion conferences. We implication for sustainable development 

of  them: It has a model for the  TA: SADA seeks to establish a industrial investment. are developing skills programmes to and growth; peace-building and conflict 
CJ: That is not true, currently, UDS is train people to create the relevant mitigation strategies to create the 
auditing the trees that we have planted human capital for investment in the enabling environment for investments.
and the report looks good so far but we area. SADA is a big plan spanning about Why didn't SADA take off  with these 
need to wait for the outcome of  the 30 years and may be implemented in 5- three imperatives which could have 
audit. year phases. provided employment to the teeming 

idling youths?
TA: The butter-nuts project that TA: The strategy also proposes active 

The Advocate (TA): People say SADA kept on hyping; people believe support for civil society CJ: Well maybe you are talking about the 
SADA was rushed into operation for TA: What informed the planting of  it is not a SADA initiative. SADA is organizations and NGOs which youth in urban areas but youth 
political expediency. NDC wanted to non-economic trees, especially in the merely hi-jacking people's projects provide a base for the mobilization employment does not mean urban 
garner votes for the 2012 elections in dry season, and the initiation of  a and claiming credit. Is that correct? of  citizens. There is no gainsaying employment. When SADA says we are 
the three northern regions. So it had guinea- fowl project, which many that the intermittent public outcry is going to the do this not all activities will 
to hit the ground running with what saw as misplaced priorities? CJ: But I don't know of  any person or because they don't know much about attract money. Some could be advocacy, 
SADA called “transformational organization that put the money into the SADA and its mandate. By now huge investments of  national nature 
flagship programmes” one of  which CJ:  First of  all I don't think we were butter nut squash farms we did. I do not SADA should have mobilized target cannot be implemented by SADA but 
was the agric input support out there to plant non-economic trees. also know of  other organization that is communities to come on board. How SADA can advocate and show the 
programme. How crucial was such a The core of  the SADA strategy pivoted into butternut squash in the area we are can citizens-rural folks, traders and economic impact of  doing such a s 
project at the time? Was SADA on two themes: foresting the north and operating. The butternut squash project farmers benefit from SADA? project. It is not possible to start with all 
prepared enough to have taken off  at greening the north. Foresting the north was SADA's and remained so we are not the areas. You empower people to create 
that time? implies planting economic trees in order riding on the back of  the Northern CJ: Farmers are already benefiting from wealth and only move in during 

to improve and modernize agriculture. Rural Growth Programme; it is SADA, we target rural the population; as emergence situation. When the 
Charles Jabuni (CJ): Well, I think it's Greening the north means that you are completely untrue that we claim glory far as rural farmers are concerned, more programme started, we did not have the 
unfortunate if  people think that SADA into dry season farming, developing of  the NRGP project. than 10, 000 farmers have benefited in full complement of  the staff  so it is 
launched its programmes because it irrigation facilities to help people to turn our first operation. SADA did not have with the activities.
wanted to help the NDC to win power, the long drought periods into active TA: SADA has an elaborate and huge money to cover all the 
that's unfortunate, they should farming or economic activities. The impressive development strategy but communities and even if  we have more TA: Social accountability: One of  
remember that the preparation of  trees we planted were not just non- from all indications, it seems to have money we have to start small and SADA's key commitment is: 
SADA goes back to the aftermath of  economic trees but trees that under deviated from it. What is happening expand the operations. “embarking on intensive awareness 
the 2010 floods. We had been preparing various governments, our development to its stipulated pre-conditions for creation and information sharing 
SADA strategy since 2011. partners' projects had planted. In sustainable development? TA: You said you were refocusing – programmes on SADA's financial, 

addition to this we had planted mango in which area(s) are you refocusing? fiscal and regulatory incentives, and 
So to launch something in 2012 I don't and nobody had ever talked about our CJ: I don't think SADA has diverted how communities and key 
think just because that also was an mango plantation. from its core mandate. Foresting and CJ: We are refocusing on developing stakeholders can benefit from, or 
elections year, it was meant to facilitate Greening the north is part of  the overall networks through CSO to reach more take advantage of  such incentives.' I 
the winning of  elections by the NDC. And guinea fowl is a common bird that strategy of  SADA because we got bad communities. We are refocusing on take it that this is SADA's social 
We had tried the inputs support is produced in the entire environment press, people think we have deviated foresting and greening the north. There accountability obligation. How will 
programme in 2011 as a relief  and part of  the SADA programmes from our strategy, we need refocusing will be huge coordinating role for SADA SADA live up to this commitment?
programme for those who had been includes livestock development. And and that is exactly what we are planning because there will be lots of  people out 
displaced and lost their livelihoods as a because guinea fowl is so critical to the to do to be able to execute our mandate. there. We need to move back to our core CJ:  Well, first of  all as you said, there 
result of  the 2010 floods, so we already environment, it was thought that at least mandate and strategically implement are issues of  communication. SADA is 
had experience in doing the inputs it was going to be one of  those things TA: What informed SADA's vision of  modernization of  agriculture that strong linkage between the northern them. developing a communication strategy 
support programme. So 2012 was a we may begin with. Now, I think that we a “Forested and Green North”? Can starts with a market impetus as the savannah and the Sahelian countries-  There is also the possibility of  joint that would help people to be aware of  
follow up to some experience we had have to distinguish that philosophy it cure poverty in the savannah belt? main catalyst for stimulating farmers Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger and Ivory investments between businesses out TA: Others think presently, the the operations and activities of  SADA. 
gained and I think that the programme where the thing is irrelevant from the to produce. Yet a large quantity of  Coast. SADA says it will open up a there and Ghanaian businesses… in fact beneficiaries of  SADA are mainly We want to ensure each region benefits 
was successful. rush to which we were been pushed CJ: Basically yes, that is why we are into maize is going bad in its warehouse. regional market for goods and next year, we will be having conferences political players; people who are proportionally (ensure equal benefit).

into. What we were doing there was to input support. The idea is that we want Why is this? Lack of  planning? services with Northern Ghana as a between businesses over there and close to those in government and in 
In 2012 we were given relevant set up a joint company that will promote to help farmers modernize agriculture. competitive supply and industrial Ghanaian businesses to promote join SADA.  How is that? TA: What message do you have for 
investment support by the government guinea fowl production. So for 2012, the We want farmers to be able to CJ: There is no maize going bad in our hub. What kinds of  markets exist in investments so it's not just the issue for the anxious citizens?
and I don't think that just because it was company was being formed and what modernize agriculture and maximize ware houses, we sold them to poultry those countries for SADA when they agric. CJ: That's not true; we advertised for 
an election year we should have shun you saw as SADA inputs were SADA income. However, farmers don't have farmers and if  somebody says the maize (those countries) cultivate the crops technical services, there is a committee CJ: I think that we are developing an 
that money and waited to begin shares in that company. access to bank loans to purchase is going bad that is completely untrue. and legumes we produce here in TA: The strategy talks of  a vigorous in place that assesses all applications. I efficient institution to deliver its 
something after the elections. modern inputs so by helping them to relatively large quantities? private sector initiative that don't think that service providers are mandate which is to reduce poverty, 
Remember, the urgency of  reducing  Now the company has its own board of  plant economic trees such as mango, it TA:  Upper West Farmers have maize strengthens existing private sector related or affiliate to politicians. We bridge the development gap and build 
poverty is something you cannot wait directors and they are beginning to set becomes a cash cow and whether it rains in stock. CJ: we have markets in those places for operators and attracts new investors agreed on a certain score sheet and capacity of  the people. These involve a 
until you have 100% of  your staff, up facilities for the production of  guinea or not you will get a minimum income cereals if  we are able to produce it. We in manufacturing, processing, those who meet it, are picked. lot of  things so there is the need for 
logistics and so on. fowl. I don't think the fact that we had from it. For food security and poverty CJ: There is difference in what farmers are just not talking about market for transport and tourism. Shouldn't patience and cooperation from the 

bad press meant that the guinea fowl reduction, that is great. You can also use have and what SADA has. Farmers cereals but agricultural and industrial SADA be thinking about business people.  
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SADAWatch

The Savannah Accelerated Development Authority (SADA) is a 
development programme that, among others, targets poverty reduction, 
human development, modernization of agriculture and provision of rural 
affordable housing in the northern savannah zone. To most observers 
and stakeholders, its performance, so far, leaves much to be desired. DR. 
CHARLES JEBUNI, one of the architects of SADA, took over from Alhaji 
Gilbert Iddi Seidu, as acting Chief Executive in November. In this 
interview, Abdallah Kassim and Francis Npong revisit SADA's mandate 
with Jebuni.
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SADAWatch

SADA's mandate Revisited with Dr. Jebuni

I think it's unfortunate if people think that SADA launched its 
programmes because it wanted to help the NDC to win power

Dr. Charles Jabuni, Acting CEO, SADA 
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SADAWatch Stakeholder Voices 

SADA Urged to design 
Region-Specific Programmes

Authority (SADA) as a laudable address regional needs, and that as “You will need to punish 
government initiative and if  a development expert he was not people for bush burning and other 
well managed could help bridge too sure if  the current strategy wrong environmental practices but 
the development gap existing could help the project deliver its no government will do that for 
between the north and the core mandate. political reasons”, he said.
south. “The gap I see is that the He said, achieving a 

According to him, what SADA strategy does not address forested and green north in a 20- 
SADA needed to be able to deliver region specifics. SADA needed to year period is impossible because 
is region- specifics projects rather undertake a rapid survey to “We do not have what it takes to 
than generalising development identify development issues and implement this ambitious 
issues that exist in the Northern, prioritize them based on their programme”.
Upper West, Upper East, the urgency”, he pointed out. Mr. Dokurugu however 
northern parts of  the  Volta and Mr. Dokurugu said SADA urged SADA management team to 
Brong Ahafo regions. was rushed to implement at the open doors to the civil society 

“These areas all have their time it did not have the full organizations with programme 
peculiar development challenges complement of  its staff  and that implementation expertise to 
and SADA should have focused on explained the current challenges. implement SADA activities while 
the developmental needs of  each He said, if  SADA wanted the secretariat resume its 
region. It is wrong to generalize to deliver to achieve their mandate coordinating role. He said it was 
development issues in SADA of  accelerating development in unfortunate that SADA secretariat 
operational zones”, he said. these areas, there was the need for was involved in direct 

He added that developing the authority to revise the current implementation contrary to their 
region- specific projects was one strategy they were working with legal mandate of  coordinating.
sure way that could accelerate which, he described as too broad. He pledged that, SADA 
development and streamline Mr. Dokurugu who lauded civil society platform launched by 
SADA activities, implementation the government for initiating the network would begin serious 
processes and help the authority to SADA, said foresting and greening monitoring of  activities of  SADA 
effectively deliver to meet the northern Ghana was too ambitious to make suggestions, and 

he Executive Secretary aspirations and hopes of  the and that what it takes to realize this constructive critism where 
of  the Northern Ghana people across their operational cannot be implemented by any necessary to ensure the TNetwork for area. government of  this country. He implementation processes are 

Development (NGND) Mr. Speaking in an exclusive doubted the ability of  SADA and transparent and the management 
Theophilus I. Dokurugu has interview with the Advocate, the the government to implement the accountable.
described the Savannah Executive Secretary said the forested and green northern 
Accelerated Development current strategy of  SADA failed to Ghana programme. 

….Prince Imoro Andani Agrees
he former Northern said. allow the people to 
Regional Minister “Everywhere you are own, manage and 
Prince Imoro planting trees or promoting implement the T

Andani says it would be guinea fowl rearing; is tree programme activities. 
difficult for SADA to planting and guinea fowl the However, citizens' 
achieve harmonized people's priorities?, he asked. participation was 
development without region Mr Andani who also lacking in SADA 
–specific projects. commended the government implementation 

Prince Andani said what for initiating SADA pointed processes and that 
SADA needed to make impact out that, until SADA involved majority of  SADA 
and deliver on its core the citizens in the decision beneficiaries were 
mandate was to identify, design making and implementation political cronies and 
and prioritize regional processes this laudable government affiliates.
development needs. programme would not yield “Beneficiaries 

“Regional development any meaningful result. of  the SADA are 
prioritization is non-existing in He stressed that the political cronies and 
the current strategy of  the only means to achieving party affiliates. The 
programme and that does not meaningful and sustainable majority of  people who programme to revise the 
make sense. You don't assume development in the needed SADA intervention implementation strategy and 
all areas have the same needs, community is to through a  were neglected”, he alleged. support everybody irrespective 
it doesn't work that way in participatory approach. He urged the of  their party affiliation. 
community development”, he This, he said, would management of  the 

Mr. Theophilus I. Dokurugu, Executive Secretary,  
Northern Ghana Network for Development

 Reports by 
Francis Npong

Prince Imoro Andani,
Former Northern Regional Minister 
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people. culture. places.

The Kings Village Project: 
A Ray of Hope for the Lost and Destitute

organisations that came to his aid to 
enable him and his wife realise their 
dream of  providing humanitarian 
services to the people of  Bontanga.

He also appealed to 
government and philanthropists to 
assist the project build an obstetrics 
and gynaecological block, staff  
accommodation, procure an 
ambulance and also expand the 
maternity wing, children's ward and 
the hospital.  

How the project started
As they set off  from Tamale 

one day to do evangelism in 
Bontanga, Reverend Ben Owusu 
Sekyere and his wife Marion came 
across the Bontanga irrigation 
project and noticed that there may 
be houses with electricity and pipe 
borne water there to rent. 

History has it that, in April 
2000, after extensive renovation 
work on one of  the rented houses 
acquired by the couple, they moved 
to live in it. From working and 
visiting villages, the couple had seen 
the issues that little health care, poor 
sanitation and a lack of  education 
brought and they were determined to 
do something about it with the help 
of  God.

Eventually in 2001, the 
foundation stone of  what is called 
the Kings Village Ghana project was 
laid on a forty-two acre plot of  land 

Throughout his ministry over moderate cases of  malnutrition who which was negotiated for from local 
two thousand years ago, Jesus Christ but for this intervention probably chiefs of  the area.
fed the hungry, healed the sick and would have died. Aside building a church, a 
comforted the poor; that is exactly The medical centre has 58 school, hospital, water and sanitation 
what the Kings Village Ghana beds in the emergency, maternity, projects as well as farms were also 

 boat ambulance has been project, a Christian international male, female and children's wards. It established alongside to provide 
commissioned in Singa, a development organization, has been also has facilities such as a medical care, food, education and A
community across the doing for the people of  Bontanga laboratory, blood bank, theatre and other humanitarian work to cater for 

White Volta River in the and beyond in the last ten years. offers maternal services including an the basic life needs of  the people of  
Kumbungu District of  the ultra sound scanner. Health officials Bontanga. 
Northern Region. Achievements see between 120 – 200 out-patients 

The boat ambulance will give With the support of  donors, and in-patients a day.
the people of  Singa easy access to the Kings Village Medical Centre Since 2005, the project has 
the Kings Village Medical Centre in was able to register over 25,000 drilled 34 boreholes, constructed 249 
Bontanga which is on the other side newly born babies including twelve latrines in 15 communities, dug 3,294 
of  the White Volta River. year old children in eighty-one soak-aways in 11 communities and 

The boat ambulance was different communities on the extended pipe borne water and made 
provided to the community by the National Health Insurance Scheme 225 bio sand water filters.
Kings Village Medical project at the in 2006 to enable them access free Furthermore, the project has 
celebration of  its tenth anniversary health care. By the close of  2008, put up 11 churches in 11 different 
at Bontanga. over 30,000 children in addition to communities in the Kumbungu and 

A decade of  pastoral and many adults were registered. Tolon Districts; has poultry and 
humanitarian work by the Kings In June 2008, a nutrition ruminant farms as well as crop farms 
Village Ghana project, in a typical centre for malnourished babies and at Bontanga and Kuli.
rural community of  Bontanga in the children was started. In the five years In a statement, the Director 
Kumbungu District of  the Northern since its establishment, the centre of  the Kings Village Ghana Project 
Region, has fulfilled the vision of  has treated approximately 1,020 Reverend Ben Owusu Sekyere, paid 
Jesus Christ. acute cases of  malnutrition and 2000 glowing tribute to individuals and Reverend Ben Owusu Sekyere, 

Director, Kings Village Ghana  

The boat ambulance ferries 
the sick to the clinic in Bontanga

Joseph Ziem, 
BONTANGA
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Impact

Climate Change Resilience Project Boost 
Crop production in West Mamprusi

inextricably linked in related decision-making. They Ms Issahaku Tani and 
Northern Ghana because of  are also more vulnerable to Mr. Musah Bumbura, both 
the dependence in the environmental effects because maize and soya beans farmers 
region on rain-fed of  their role in gathering fuel – expressed hope that they 
agriculture and natural wood and water for the family. would harvest more than they 
resources for livelihoods.  In view of  this, gender had ever harvested in the past 

limate change is A greater percentage of  equitable climate change years. According to them, the 
directly impacting women are responsible for adaptation is viewed as a number of  acreages they each C
lives in Northern producing much of  the food priority in the development cultivated was less compared 

Ghana, with rising consumed in the households agenda of  Northern Ghana, to those of  previous years. 
temperatures, less to supplement family income hence the implementation of  a However, they were sure of  
predictable rainfall and through income-generating 15-month project by the getting more bags, because the 
shorter growing seasons. activities. Yet they have less Association of  Church-Based seeds they sowed were of  high 
Climate change, food access to and control over Development NGOs in quality and resistant to bad 
security and livelihoods are resources and a limited role in partnership with the Zasilari weather. 

Ecological Farms Project The Project 
(ZEFP) dubbed: “Expanding Coordinator of  ECCRING 
Climate Change Resilience in Mr. Issifu Sulemana Jobila told 
Northern Ghana The Northern TRIBUNE, that 
(ECCRING).” about 1000 acres of  maize and 

Implementation of  the 1500 acres of  soya beans and 
ECCRING started in five cowpeas were planted at the 
communities in the West beginning of  the 2013 
Mamprusi District namely: cropping season by farmers 
Zangum, Sayoo, Nayoku, across all the five communities.
Guakudow, and Guabuliga. He also added that, so 
Over 2,500 farmers have far 2,080 goats had been 
received support to cultivate distributed among farmers to 
maize, soya beans and cowpea rear whereas 315 acres of  
using simple eco-agricultural forest plantations had also 
rural technology. been created in all of  the five 

Some beneficiaries who communities with the ultimate 
spoke to The Northern aim of  lessening their 
TRIBUNE said they had been overdependence on the natural 
trained on best farming environment which often 
practices, supported to prepare comes in the form of  group 
their farmlands, and provided hunting, charcoal production, 
with improved seeds (climate indiscriminate felling of  trees, 
change resilient seeds) as well among others. 
as tools to prepare organic 
manure.

 
 

Climate Change Adaptation Plans Developed for West Mamprusi District
limate Change Adaptation and subsequent years. He also noted that, plans were far we l l  a s  improve  env i ronmenta l  
Plans (CAPs) have been Accord ing  to  the  Pro jec t  advanced to effectively mainstream the conservation. 
d e v e l o p m e n t  f o r  f i v e  Coordinator of  ECCRING, Issifu CAPs into the West Mamprusi District The project seeks to build and C

communities in the West Mamprusi Sulemana Jobila, the plans defined a clear Medium Term Development Plans strengthen the resilience of  vulnerable 
District of  the Northern Region. The path to adaptation in the district as part of  [MTDP] for the year 2014-2016. rural communities to mitigate and adapt to 
communities are Zangum, Sayoo, supporting communities to adapt to climate change impacts. The vulnerable In January 2013, ZEFP entered 
Nayoku, Guakudow, and Guabuliga. climate change. farmers are expected to benefit from a i n t o  a n  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  

The plans which were jointly He  exp l a ined :  “T he  p l an  wide range of  climate change adaptation ACDEP/Canadian Hunger Foundation to 
developed by the Zasilari Ecological strengthens existing livelihood sources of  related activities which are expected to take jointly implement the ECCRING project. 
Farms Project (ZEFP) and the West communities that are vulnerable to climate place between January and December ZEFP was supported with one year grant 
Mamprusi District Assembly will also be change impacts. These include agriculture, 2013. of  GH¢700,000.00 to implement series of  
implemented throughout the district. It soil quality, vegetative resources, water The project, if  implemented well, activities under the project in the West 
will guide implementation of  Expanding resources, basic rural infrastructure and would reduce the shocks of  climate change Mamprusi District with special focus on 
Climate Change Resilience in Northern others. The purpose is to enable the impact on the vulnerable women and men rural innovative agricultural technology to 
Ghana (ECCRING) project for this year communities to ensure food security”. who are mostly smallholder farmers. increase food production, rural incomes as 

Stories
Joseph Ziem, SAGNARIGU
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Building Sufficient Social Accountability Capacity
been decentralized. Therefore, deepen decentralization in line Democratic Development 
effective interaction between with the original intention of  the (CDD), Christian Aid and Basic 
local stakeholders and the Ghanaian Constitution. Over the Needs. Their finding and 
assemblies would result in good past two years, the Ghanaian experiences will contribute to 
local governance. If  localities Government through the Inter- the products on the social 
have good governance, it would Ministry Co-ordination Accountability Platform.
facilitate the achievement of  Committee on Decentralization However, the 
good national governance. (IMCC) and the Ministry of  interventions of  large NGOs 

The arrangements for Local Government and Rural may not be sustained, if  
Ghana's local government Development (MLGRD) with its sufficient social accountability 
system made some provision for partners, particularly the capacity is not built at the local 
accountability to the citizenry. European Union have level. Their positions and 
Amongst others, assembly formulated and periodically perspectives may not always 
members as representatives of  reviewed indicators to measure capture the nuances of  what 
the people were to be elected progress in this regard. local communities and citizens 
and appointed. Local languages Distinguished Ladies and feel. 
would be used alongside English Gentlemen, these efforts are That is why it is 
in assembly business so that the commendable. However, they important for local membership 
people could understand and are only useful if  the citizen, organizations like the civic 
participate. who is the recipient of  unions, market associations, 

Local overnment sub- government's services, identifies occupational groupings and 
structures consisting of  the unit with the results. It is also media to have the relevant 
committees, area and zonal imperative that civil society that capacity for demanding 
councils would be in place to mediates between the state and accountability. Over the years, 
facilitate, identification of  local citizenry demands accountability. such CSOs have pursued the 
needs, resource generation, It is important that citizens interests of  their members and 
social mobilization, community express an interest in how power provided critical social networks. 
cohesion, bottom-up planning and resources are used by those Therefore, their recognition and 

hen and citizens' engagement. Local they have mandated to do so on preparedness for this role is 
decentralization authorities were enjoined in the their behalf. quite appropriate. They would be Wexperienced Local Government Act to While we bemoan the able to articulate the voices of  

resurgence in the 1990s the collaborate with local interest slow progress in real the citizens and communities.
world over, one important groups and membership decentralization and the With the increasing 
reason was that it would bring associations. Finally, the empowerment of  local supply side improvements in 
governance and service assembly was enjoined to authorities, the demand side of  understanding and providing 
delivery closer to the citizen. employ public hearings in district accountability has lagged behind. social accountability, it is 
Decisions about resource planning, implementation, I daresay that effective demand important for civil society to “up 
allocation would be made monitoring and evaluation would have stimulated supply of  its game”. International practice 
close to the people in ways processes. accountability and good is providing various tools and 
that would respond to their These provisions have governance. That is where and strategies in social accountability. 
circumstances and needs. had mixed results as far as why effective social But what do these tools involve? 

Indeed, as our making assemblies and local accountability must come in. When should which tool be 
Constitution indicates, Ghana governance accessible to the Even in social used? How would local CSOs 

gwas one of  the countries that ordinary Ghanaian. Again, in accountability, the government assess social accountability 
prioritized political and line with international trends, the has made some efforts to exercises that are undertaken?
administrative decentralization government of  Ghana has over encourage civil society and work ILGS' interest in this issue 
for this purpose. Article 35(6) (d) the last two decades made with them. Under the Local is to ensure that the Social 
enjoins the State to “make efforts to promote accountability Government Capacity Support Accountability Platform not only 
democracy a reality by to the people. These have been Project (LGCSP), a social public helps all of  us to understand 
decentralizing the administrative evident in the publication of  expenditure and financial who is doing what and to share 
and financial machinery of  notices of  public hearings, accountability process (SPEFA) the lessons and experiences, but 
government to the regions and people's assemblies, town hall involving civil society partners in also build the relevant capacities 
districts''. meeting and policy consultations the 46 participating metropolitan to ensure social accountability. It 

Twenty years of  this as well as the institution of  such and municipal assemblies is is imperative that we work to 
experience would suggest that mechanisms as the Functional being implemented. build, strengthen and deepen the 
we would have some way to go Organizational Assessment Tool demand side of  accountability.
in ensuring citizens' participation (FOAT) for local governments.  The European Union Speech by Dr. Esther Ofei- 
in decisions that affect them, With the formulation of  (EU) is also supporting four (4) Aboagye, Director of  the Institute of  
which is what democracy is the New Decentralization Policy national-level NGOs in social Local Government Studies
about. Through the creation of  Framework and the Action Plan countable initiatives at the sub-
assemblies, the administrative in 2010, an extensive agenda was national level. These are SEND 
machinery of  government has outlined to accelerate and Foundation, Ghana Centre for 

Dr. Esther Ofei- Aboagye
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Contraceptive pills

 woman's breast activities of pregnancy 
constitutes one of hormones which bring about 
the most significant the changes vital to the A

and cherished parts of her production of breast milk for 
body. Its size, shape and the baby. Consequently, the 
sturdiness have been breasts grow bigger and feel 
considered from time tender when touched. Also, 
immemorial as due to increased blood flow 
contributing to a woman's to the breasts, they may feel 
beauty and even her self- swollen, sore and tingly 
esteem. No wonder then while darkened veins may 
that our sisters in the appear along it.  Darkening 
developed countries of the nipples and the areola, 
undergo plastic surgery, the skin around the nipples, 
involving silicone implants also occur. The nipples also 
or breast reduction,  to change in shape and size by 
correct and transform becoming larger and sticking 
their breasts into what they out more. The breasts may 
deem right for their size or also start leaking a yellowish 
beautiful in the eyes of substance known as 
society, a phenomenon that colostrum in preparation for 
is fast catching up with lactation. 
women in developing As these changes 
countries. Most women occur, it is essential for 
also try to maintain the pregnant women to invest in 
shape of their breasts by good supportive brassieres 
wearing the right kind of that can handle their 
brassieres while those who increasing breast size. Under 
want to compensate for the wire brassieres should be nipples are too dry, too wet infections in the breast, to choose a brassiere with 
size of their breasts would strictly avoided since they or undergo too much mastitis, most often occurs wide straps that won't dig 
go in for brassieres can put pressure on milk friction. Lactating mothers when milk collects and into your back and shoulders 
designed for such a glands and interfere with should ensure that their inflames in the breasts fatty and to always use  a nursing 
purpose. milk production. It is also babies latch on their breast tissue. However, if infection or mother care brassiere that 

However, while most necessary to wear a the proper way, with their does occur, a mother's milk allows you to uncover one 
women cherish the prospect maternity sleep brassiere that tongues under their breast should still be good for her breast at a time when 
of becoming a mother, it is ensures adequate breast nipples since this is the baby.  Lactating mothers breastfeeding.
normally accompanied by support at night. Expectant proper way to breastfeed. suffering from engorgement When not 
the anxiety associated with mothers can manage They should also ensure that can also express out the breastfeeding, nursing 
the many changes that the colostrum discharge by most part of the areola is in excess milk if their breasts mothers should avoid 
breasts undergo during and using breast pads in their the baby's mouth. Mothers become so full that their stimulating their nipples, 
after pregnancy. Pregnancy brassieres. There are should  rinse their nipples nipples flatten. This can be wear a tight-fitting brassiere 
and breastfeeding a baby reusable and disposable each time they breastfeed to done while taking a warm and apply ice packs if they 
after birth are critical times varieties from which they prevent any kind of infection shower. They can also opt feel any discomfort.  
for ensuring the proper care can select. It is necessary to but they should avoid the use for hot compresses. Using It is necessary for 
of the breast not only for change these pads several of soap, alcohol or scented hot compresses two to three lactating mothers to seek 
hygienic purposes but also times a day to prevent cleansers since these can times a day effectively medical advice if they 
for ensuring the maintenance bacterial infection that can cause the nipples to dry and reduces the swelling and the experience the following; a 
of their health and beauty lead to body odours. In crack. Lactating mothers pain associated with low milk supply or their 
since even the woman with addition, the nipples should should avoid wearing engorgement. milk does not flow freely, 
the most beautiful breasts be allowed to air dry after nursing pads that are lined Breast milk leakage fever or chills, extreme 
can destroy their beauty if each change. While one with plastic since they hold can prolong from a few tiredness and body aches, 
she does not take proper care cannot avoid using soap on in moisture and cause weeks to a couple of months burning or pain in one or 
of them during this stage of the nipples during a bath, the chapping.   depending on the mother's both breasts, changes in skin 
her life. The majority of use of soap to wash the Immediately after milk production and the colour on parts of the 
women have resorted to nipples in-between baths is delivery, hormones released sucking capacity of the baby. breasts, hard or lumpy spots 
wearing mother care not recommendable since it in a woman's body start To handle breast leakage, it in one or both breasts, a 
brassieres as a step towards can lead to dryness of the producing milk for lactation, is necessary to wear breast feeling of warmth or heat in 
maintaining their breasts but nipples which can cause whether she is breastfeeding pads and change them often one or both breasts, when 
a lot more needs to be done them to tear easily. It is or not. If a woman is unable to keep the nipples and their breasts become so 
to ensure that the breast does necessary to use a good to feed well, the breasts may areola clean and dry. swollen that the baby cannot 
not lose its beauty during moisturizer to prevent the feel uncomfortably full, a Wearing the right size latch on it and if nipples start 
this stage. nipples from getting dry. process referred to as breast of brassiere is especially to bleed.

Just like the mood After delivery, most engorgement. To minimize important now. If a brassiere If the above 
swings experienced by a mothers are confronted with engorgement, women should is too tight, it may cause a suggestions are adhered to, 
woman during pregnancy, the problem of sore nipples, opt for regular breastfeeding duct in your breast to clog any woman can sail through 
the breasts also undergo breast engorgement and to keep milk from clogging and become irritated. A pregnancy and lactation 
several changes as they breast milk leakage. Nipples their breast ducts. This is brassiere that is 100 percent without worrying about her 
evolve and prepare can crack due to improper because, the best way to cotton and without breasts being damaged.                      
themselves for the arrival of latch-on by babies during control breast problems is to underwire is the most 
the baby. This is due to the breast feeding or when keep the milk flowing since suitable. It is also important 

Breast Care During and After Pregnancy

A baby breast feeding
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tree-planting episodes, followed by the 
agricultural  input support programme.

Dr. Charles Jebuni, the acting Chief 
Executive Officer of SADA disagrees with 
the foregoing assertions and says: “Well, I 
think it's unfortunate if people think that 
SADA launched its programmes because it 
wanted to help the NDC to win power.

 “They should remember that the 
preparation of SADA goes back to the 
aftermath of the 2010 floods. We had been 
preparing the SADA strategy since 2011. So 
to launch something in 2012, I don't think 
just because that also was an election year, 
was meant to facilitate the winning of 
elections by the NDC”. 

Dr, Jebuni explains: “We had tried the 
inputs support programme in 2011 as a 
relief programme for those who had been 
displaced and lost their livelihoods as a 
result of the 2010 floods. So we already had 
experience in doing the inputs support 
programme; so 2012 was a follow up to 
some experience we had gained and I think 
that the programme was successful”.

Many are those who argue that the 
planting of non-economic trees, especially 
in the dry season, and the initiation of a 
guinea- fowl project, at the time, were  
misplaced priorities. But Dr. Jebuni thinks 
otherwise: “The trees we planted were not 
just non-economic trees but trees that, 
under various governments, development 
partners’ projects had planted. In addition 
to this, we had planted mango and nobody 
had ever talked about our mango 
plantation.

 “Guinea fowl is a common bird that is 
produced in the entire environment and 
part of the SADA programme includes 
livestock development. And because guinea 
fowl is so critical to the environment it was 
thought that at least it was going to be one of 
those things we may begin with.

“I don't think the fact that we had bad 
press meant that the guinea fowl project 
was not viable and was not part of SADA's 
strategy. The bad press was unfortunate 
and I do hope by next year people will see the 
outcome of the guinea fowl programme”.

 Some peasant farmers in the 
Northern Region claim that presently, the 
beneficiaries of the agricultural input 
support programme are mainly political 
players; people who are close to those in 
government and in SADA.  That some of the 
technical service providers did not meet the 
SADA criteria and do not even have a clue 
how to manage a farm. How is that? 

“That's not true.” Dr. Jebuni 
interjects vehemently. “We advertised for 
technical services, there is a committee in 
place that assesses all applications. I don't 
think that service providers are related or 
affiliate to politicians. We agreed on a 
certain score sheet and those who meet it 
are picked”.

SADA has an elaborate and 
impressive development strategy but from 
all indications, it seems to have deviated 
from it. It has failed to go by its stipulated 
p r e - c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  s u s t a i n a b l e  
development.

“I don't think SADA has diverted from 
its core mandate. Foresting and Greening 
the North is part of the overall strategy of 
SADA; because we got bad press, people 
think we have deviated from our strategy. 
We need refocusing and that is exactly what 
we are planning to do to be able to execute 
our mandate”.

SADA Needs Refocusing
Contd. from frontpage

An FSA spokeswoman said: "This paper was 
found that pesticides are not really tested." reviewed by EFSA – and by a number of  other 

The issue may not be resolved until both regulatory bodies around the world – all of  whom 
Monsanto and Seralini publish the raw data from their agreed that the results did not support these 
studies. "We have put our data in the hands of  a notary conclusions. EFSA's assessment has been backed by 
and will release it as soon as they release theirs. many other bodies who have carried out detailed 
Monsanto wants to know what data we have. They do reviews of  the study and of  the significance of  the 
not want a comparison of  my data to theirs. They want results. This includes the national food safety 
to hide their data. authorities in France, Germany, the Netherlands and 

"I discovered that their [Monsanto] historical Denmark. Our own scientists at the FSA agree with the 
data is wrong. They say to me 'you haven't looked at the points raised in these reviews.
historical data.' But I believe their historical data is "In relation to the claimed link between GM 
contaminated. I believe Monsanto and the regulatory maize and cancer, the study used a strain of  rats that is 
authorities have systematically underestimated the side- particularly prone to tumours. It is therefore not 
effects [of  GM food]. All the regulatory tests are surprising that tumours were seen both in the GM-fed 
falsified by contamination of  the data.” animals and in the non-GM fed controls. However, the 

He said he wants his data to be compared. "That number of  animals used in the study was too small to 
is the only way to show what I have done is 10 times determine whether there were significant differences 
better than they have. My data is just raw data. Theirs is between the two groups.”
important for the release and consumption of  
[commercial] food."

GM Foods can Cause Tumours and Cancer
Contd. from page 3

committee on education is ensuring out our mandate”, the DCE said.
“To be able to engage with that all children of  school going age As part of  the efforts to 

the Assembly effectively, the are in class during school hours. promote child education, the district 
communities need to be educate and “Members of  the watchdog outlawed pub clubbing and 
empowered. I will be glad to committee monitor the streets during prohibited children from attending 
welcome NGOs and development school hours and any child found such functions either during the day 
partners in the district to help loitering is canned and sent to school. or at night. The district is also in the 
champion the development of  the It is just the old system that we have process of  outlawing the use of  
people's livelihoods”, the DCE said. revived after realizing we have public Address system (PAS) at 

The interest shown before the relaxed on child discipline that funerals and marriage grounds. 
creation of  Tatale-Sangule District increased the rate at which children The DCE said the district is 
has not died out yet. Tatale has very drop out of  school in the past years. dire need of  development partners to 
strong watchdog committees that “Now that we are a district, move the district forward in terms of  
need to be empowered to enable our priority is to develop our human infrastructure, human resource, and 
them function well. resource base. That is why we need sanitation and water development. 

The community watchdog support from stakeholders to carry 

Tatale-Sangule District in Dire Need of Development Partners 

_ representative: that is, socially A final word of caution is in 
which a public interest is realised that is and politically representative of the order. Democracy in practice often 
more than the sum of individual or diversity of the people, and ensuring requires a trade-off between competing 
sectional interests. Moreover, the equal opportunities and protections for norms or values which cannot all be 
effectiveness with which parliament all its members; maximised  s imul taneous ly.  So  
carries out its central functions of _ transparent: that is, being open parliaments have the task of facilitating a 
legislation, budgetary control and to the nation through different media, government's legislative agenda as well 
oversight of the executive is essential to and transparent in the conduct of its as scrutinising and amending it; 
the quality of democratic life. business; parliamentary immunities may protect 

In carrying out these tasks _ accessible:  this means representat ives  f rom execut ive 
itworks together with the associations of involving the public, including the arbitrariness but also mask potential 
civil society, and has the distinctive associations and movements of civil criminality; making adequate provision 
responsibility of safeguarding the society, in the work of parliament; for individual members' initiatives may 
individual democratic rights of citizens. _ accountable: this involves create havoc with the parliamentary 
It can only do all this, finally, if it itself members  o f  pa r l i amen t  be ing  timetable and the organisation of 
observes democratic norms, by showing accountable to the electorate for their business; constituency-based electoral 
itself open, accessible and accountable to performance in office and integrity of systems may foster ease of access to 
the electorate in its own mode of conduct; representatives for their electors, but 
operation.  _ effective: this means the produce parliaments that are collectively 

A framework for a democratic effective organisation o f business in unrepresentative in various respects. 
parliament accordance with these democratic There are many other such tensions and 

In the light of the above values, and the performance of trade-offs. Source: Inter-Parliamentary 
discussion it is now possible to set out the parliament's legislative and oversight Union
key characteristics of a democratic functions in a manner that serves the 
parliament. It is one which is: needs of the whole population.

Parliament's Contribution To Democracy: Good Practice

Contd. from page 6

Contd. from page 2
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Six stadiums a smash hit

he six 2014 FIFA World Cup books in 2013. The final of  the Copa the other hand, the average crowd at the 
 stadiums that are Libertadores against Olimpia attracted a Arena Castelao in Fortaleza was 17,426 

currently open for business record crowd of  56,557 to the stadium, for games in Serie A and Serie B of  the T
proved to be a smash hit with fans and established a new gate receipts record Brasileirao. Despite playing in the second 
during the 2013 Brazilian football for Brazilian football of  14.2 million division, Ceara were watched by an 
season. Seven of  the ten highest reais. average crowd of  17,101 fans per game. 
attendances in the Brasileirao came at The previous record was also held The Arena Fonte Nova, in Salvador, 
stadiums that were used during the by a 2014 World Cup stadium. The game where Bahia played their home league 
2013 Confederations Cup, and which between Santos and Flamengo in May, games, attracted an average of  20,377 
will next year host games at the which marked Neymar's farewell to fans per match.
biggest competition on the planet. Brazilian football, drew a crowd of  

Average attendance at the new 63,501 to the Estadio Nacional Mane 
stadiums was 25,010 fans per game, Garrincha in Brasilia. The crowd, the 
beating the league's overall average of  biggest in the 2013 Brasileirao, generated Mane Garrincha  34,413 
14,951 by some distance. The figure is gate receipts of  6.9 million reais. The Mineirao 32,409
also higher than the 22,953 fans per game Mane Garrincha's average attendance of  Maracana  28,625
that turned up in 1983, the league's 34,413 this year was the highest of  all Fonte Nova  20,377
highest annual average on record. Brazilian stadiums in 2013. Castelao 17,426

One of  the most impressive Brazilian Cup winners Flamengo Arena Pernambuco 11,955
crowd-pullers was the Mineirao in Belo benefited greatly from the reopening of  
Horizonte, which will play host to six the Maracana, the stadium that will hold *After FIFA Confederations Cup  
games in the 2014 World Cup. Since it the 2014 FIFA World Cup  final. 2013
reopened in February, the Mineirao has Flamengo were watched by an average 
attracted an average of  32,427 fans per crowd of  54,557 during their cup run, The 10 highest attendances of  this 
game – the stadium's biggest average and the attendance at the final against year's Brasileirao
crowd for ten years. Atletico-PR was 

Such passionate home support 68,857, the highest 
was one of  the factors that spurred club crowd of  the 
Cruzeiro on to their third Brazilian title. season.
The Belo Horizonte team had the biggest Of  all the new 
crowds in the 2013 Brasileirao, with an stadiums, the lowest 
average of  28,911 per game. And if  only average crowd came at 
games at the Mineirao are taken into the Arena 
account, the average rises to an Pernambuco, where 
impressive 32,819. The reopening of  the only 11,955 showed up 
stadium was a vital factor in the club's per game. Nautico's 
membership total rising by 7,000 to more terrible year, as the 
than 46,000. club were relegated to 

Even though Atletico Mineiro Serie B after 32 
played the majority of  their home games matches, did not 
away from the Mineirao, the club still exactly encourage fans 
wrote its name into the stadium record to attend games. On 

Brazil

Brazil
Brazil

Average attendance at 2014 
FIFA World Cup Brazil Stadiums*

 

Mane Garrincha  Santos v Flamengo  63,501 

Mane Garrincha Vasco v Flamengo 61,767 

Mineirao Cruzeiro v Gremio 56,854 

Maracana Vasco v Nautico 55,914 

Morumbi Sao Paulo v Fluminense 55,256 

Mane Garrincha Flamengo v Coritiba 52,825 

Maracana Flamengo v Botafogo 52,361 

Morumbi Sao Paulo v Portuguesa 50,802 

Maracana Vasco v Santos 50,421 

Morumbi Sao Paulo v Corinthians 50,282 


